
REPRESENTING PEOPLE
It is important, for the plot of a film text, that the audience understand that a 
particular character comes from a particular country. How do you go about it?

Nationalities are a good place to start a 
discussion about representation as there are 
some very clear images. For instance, Scots 
are often shown with red hair and wearing a 
kilt. They might be drinking Irn Bru or eating 
a haggis. When the idea of a Scotsman is 
suggested to an audience, the audience will 
expect some of these concepts. By putting 
them into the re-presentation of a Scots 
person, the audience’s expectations will be 
met, allowing them to understand the film 
text more easily.

The representation of the Scotsman is pieced together through language elements and 
cultural codes like costume, behaviour, and sound.

REPRESENTING CREATURES
If you were given the challenge of representing an alien  
for a TV programme or a film, how would you go about it?

In the early 1960s, it didn’t take much to highlight the  
differences between people. When Gene Roddenberry  
launched Star Trek, he represented an alien by simply adding  
a couple of pointy ears onto an actor, and cutting his hair slightly  
differently. The audience accepted Mr Spock as an alien, without  
questioning if the ears were enough to represent ‘alien’.

50 or so years later, it is not quite as easy. We are more used to people being different, 
looking different or acting different, and so, in order to represent an alien, something 

The red hair, tartan, Irn Bru 
and haggis mentioned have 
been used so often they 
have become stereotypes. 
These are representations 
that are commonly known 
but are over simplified.

DON’T FORGET 

It is very important that the 
use of national stereotypes 
does not cross the line 
into racial abuse – which 
can happen quite easily, 
because the representations 
have become so ingrained in 
our culture.

DON’T FORGET 

Learn more about 
racial stereotyping by 
following the link at  
www.brightredbooks.net

ONLINE

Test yourself on 
representation online at 
www.brightredbooks.net

ONLINE TEST

The key to re-presenting 
reality to the audience is 
finding the things that make 
people, creatures or places 
recognisable in a simple, 
easily recognised manner. 
The creators of media texts 
will use lighting, costume, 
body language, cultural 
codes, editing, camera 
shots, and sound cues / 
dialogue in order to do this.

DON’T FORGET 

Representation: People, creatures, places
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REPRESENTATION

PEOPLE, CREATURES, PLACES

THINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT
Apart from Scotland, what stereotypes exist for other nationalities? How about a 
Frenchman? An Englishman? An American, or Russian? What cultural codes would you 
use to represent these people?

What geographical representations would be used for an Edinburgh film? Or one set in 
London, Paris, or Bejing?

Representation discusses how media texts re-present reality in a manner that the audience 
for the text will accept as being believable and realistic. Representations will be based on the 
expectations that the audience have of the characters and the settings. They will either meet or 
challenge these expectations.

Analysing

more extreme is needed. Director, Neill Blomkamp, created something more insect-like for 
his District 9 aliens.

As audience expectations have developed, so the need to make stranger looking, 
sounding and acting aliens has developed too. The language codes around aliens have 
changed too. Spock was shot in normal lighting and costume since the concept of 
Star Trek was that aliens and humans could live in harmony together. The lighting for 
District 9 is darker, suggesting something less friendly. Spock spoke English fluently; the 
District 9 Prawns are more guttural and less erudite.

REPRESENTING PLACES
The same principles of stereotyping can be applied to places too. Friends is a series set in 
New York (though filmed in Los Angeles). The setting was established by representations 
of New York. In the opening shots of each episode, long shots of New York’s skyline 
are shown (the shots that featured the World Trade Centre towers were removed after 
September 2001). These meet the audience’s expectations – a show set in New York 
should have street scenes and the iconic skyline.

During the show’s run, other New York representations were shown. The most obvious of 
these was Pheobe’s yellow cab, a very stereotypical New York symbol. New York’s sporting 
teams (particularly the Knicks – the NBA team) are frequently mentioned in dialogue 
between the male characters.

contd



Be careful to make sure 
you take lots of notes and 
write down what you have 
found out. You will need to 
demonstrate what you have 
learned to your assessor.

DON’T FORGET 
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RESEARCH

AUDIENCE

RESEARCH: AN OVERVIEW
Doing research is a key part of any media producer’s job. It is important to understand 
your audience’s needs and expectations. You should also develop an understanding of 
what sort of problems and controls you might face as part of your production.  

Finally, you should look at 
similar content to find out what 
kind of techniques it uses. 
You then need to explain how 
this research has influenced 
your planning decisions.

Start with the Brief

Having a clear idea of what 
the brief requires in terms of 
audience, content and product, 
will make research much easier. 
This is also your starting 
point for research. You should 
clearly identify your audience 
and what you are going to 
produce. If you are not sure, 
negotiate with your assessor.

AUDIENCE RESEARCH
The first stage is to identify who your audience is and what their characteristics are. 
If your audience is everyone, you might not end up having a specific enough product. 
Equally, if your audience is too narrow, it might be difficult to get enough people to 
engage with it.

Think about the purpose of your product. Who is likely to need or want it? You should 
now aim to describe your demographic.

Think about:

• Age group

• Gender
• Location

• Income level
• Education level

• Occupation

You might also consider:

• Personality

• Attitudes
• Interests or hobbies

• Behaviour

This will give you a clear idea of what your audience looks like.

The next step is to think about your audience’s needs, wants and preferences. Audience 
analysis will also help you to avoid offending your audience or making your product too 
simple, or too complex for them to understand.

There are a number of ways you could find out this information, including speaking to 
your audience, observing them, and ‘audience targeting’.

Head to  
www.brightredbooks.net  
to test yourself on 
researching audiences.

ONLINE TESTTHINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT
It is important that you put audience at the core of your product. You must think carefully 
about their needs, wants and preferences as well as any other relevant information. You 
also must record your research carefully.
1 Think about yourself. Choose some media content you like and try to describe why 

you like this content. Think about your needs, wants and preferences and how to 
describe your demographic.

2 Look at the listings for television channels for a particular day. Identify what appeals 
to particular audiences. Pick something that would not appeal to you and watch it, 
identifying why it appeals to the audience that it is aimed at.

3 Create a spider diagram to present your ideas about one of these texts.

SPEAKING TO YOUR AUDIENCE
You might be able to run a questionnaire or a focus group with your audience in order to 
find out what they want and what they prefer.

Step 1
Write down the questions you want answers to. Use question words like who/what/
where/why/when and how. Aim to ask open questions in a focus group that require an 
explanation. If you are running a questionnaire, you probably want to limit your questions 
to more simply answered closed questions.

Step 2
Try out your questions on a volunteer. Use their answers to think about whether your 
question will get the answer you need. Redraft your questions.

Step 3
Run your research. Questionnaires can gather lots of information quickly, but sometimes 
people do not like to fill them in. Focus groups require more time, but will result in a 
deeper understanding of your audience. You also have to make sure you take lots of notes.

Step 4
Analyse your research. Are there any common answers? What information have you learned?

OBSERVATION
Sometimes it will not be appropriate to ask your audience questions directly. Imagine 
your audience is infants and toddlers! You then need to observe your audience. Equally, 
your audience might be your peer group. Talking to them and spending time with them, 
and then thinking about what you have observed might also provide you with valuable 
research into audience. Another way of observing might be to look at social media and 
examine what people are saying about products like the one you intend to make.

AUDIENCE TARGETING
Another way to learn about your audience would be to look at content that is already aimed 
at your audience. Quite often, for example, the audience is inscribed or present in the text. 
Equally, the producers might have developed the content to include particular sounds 
or images. Take notes on what is included to appeal to this audience. This could include 
representation, language, categories or narrative. Use your analysis skills to help you.

You could also find out if similar content has an audience profile already. Magazines often 
produce media kits for their brands to tell advertisers what their audience looks like, what 
they like and how much they earn. Commercial television channels and radio stations also 
often create media kits to entice advertisers. Similarly, public service television channels 
often explain who they are seeking to target with their commissioning information. This 
could provide the basis for you to develop your ideas about audience.

Head to  
www.brightredbooks.net 
to find a list of websites 
to help with audience 
targeting.

ONLINE

Production


